
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of regional sales VP.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for regional sales VP

Ensure compliance with and review of the franchise application process
Coordinate and lead primary meetings and discussions with their Franchise
Sales Directors or sales prospects, continuously throughout the affiliation, ,
cold calls, weekly “timeline-update” calls and strategic and tactical meetings
regarding future business and projected closings
Manage for the overall application timeline and expense budget maintenance
the current status analysis and reports regarding various pipeline and deal
activity
Creates a vision for the Sales organization by creating a strategic roadmap to
attain global and regional metrics
Provides focused training or mentoring, knowledge and sales efforts to
increase traction, client penetration, learning and sales
Activity solicits new business within UHC Growth sales channel, and via
producers (brokers, consultants, ) that have been obtained through existing
candidate relationships working in a coordinated fashion with UHC
Develop and nurture an online and offline profile which help to support our
marketing and evangelism efforts
Manage, coach and develop sales team and maintain consistent contact with
Account Executives to review performance
Approve individual expense budgets to ensure full compliance with all
business and travel policies and timely submission of all expense reports
Responsible for recommending strategic route network expansion concepts

Example of Regional Sales VP Job Description
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Strong understanding of consumer banking business dynamics
Self starter who takes initiative & has tenacity to persevere
Ability to understand the big picture to make strategic recommendations
Must be able to sit or stand for extended periods of time, lift up to 25 lbs
5+ years sales management preferred and a strong track record of achieving
results through others
Advanced knowledge of the sales process, , transactions, legal documents,
sales and growth models


